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ABSTRACT

This work studies product question answering (PQA) which aims to
answer product-related questions based on customer reviews. Most
recent PQA approaches adopt end2end semantic matching method-
ologies, which map questions and answers to a latent vector space
to measure their relevance. Such methods often achieve superior
performance but it tends to be difficult to interpret why. On the
other hand, simple keyword-based search methods exhibit natural
interpretability through matched keywords, but often suffer from
the lexical gap problem. In this work, we develop a new PQA frame-
work (named Riker) that enjoys the benefits of both interpretability
and effectiveness. Riker mines rich keyword representations of a
question with two major components, internal word re-weighting
and external word association, which predict the importance of each
question word and associate the question with outside relevant
keywords respectively, and can be jointly trained under weak su-
pervision with large-scale QA pairs. The keyword representations
from Riker can be directly used as input to a keyword-based search
module, enabling the whole process to be effective while preserv-
ing good interpretability. We conduct extensive experiments using
Amazon QA and review datasets from 5 different departments, and
our results show that Riker substantially outperforms previous
state-of-the-art methods in both synthetic settings and real user
evaluations. In addition, we compare keyword representations from
Riker and those from attention mechanisms popularly used for
deep neural networks through case studies, showing that the former
are more effective and interpretable.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Question answering (QA) on e-commerce websites allows cus-
tomers to acquire useful information for making purchase decisions.
Currently, answering product-related questions still largely relies
on costly human efforts. It can take several days to get an answer
from sales representatives or other experienced customers. In this
work, we study the problem of automating product question an-
swering (PQA) [7]: Given a question regarding a product, we aim to
return relevant sentences extracted from corresponding customer
reviews to provide answer information. One important characteris-
tic of PQA in comparison with open domain answer selection (e.g.,
[45, 47, 51]) is its high demand in system interpretability, partly
because customers may have increasing concerns about hidden ad-
vertising agendas and leaked personal information and can distrust
a PQA system [18] if puzzled by how they get the results, and also
partly because latest policies and regulations are also urging com-
panies to provide interpretations for their algorithms that directly
affect users [13, 17].

To the best of our knowledge, all recent PQAworks [30, 43, 48] ad-
vocate end2end semantic matchingmethodologies, which tend to be
black-box and directly output a matching score for each <question,
review sentence> pair. Typically, questions/answers/reviews are
first encoded into low-dimensional vector representations, which
are then used to generate the matching scores based on some rele-
vance functions (e.g., dot product). For example, question-review
and answer-review encoders and relevance functions are simulta-
neously learned by optimizing a mixture-of-experts objective [30].
In fact, in open domain as well, almost all latest answer selection
works [41, 42, 50] fall into this category, e.g., relying on hidden units
within deep neural networks (DNN) to represent the relevance of
QA sentences pairs [28]. Despite its popularity, the end2end par-
adigm has received challenges on its lack of interpretability [14].
Even with many recent efforts [3, 5, 10, 37, 39], it is still very dif-
ficult to interpret dense vector representations or how an answer
is matched with a question. Meanwhile, different attention mech-
anisms [31, 41, 50] have been incorporated into DNN models to
associate the relevant parts across two sentences. Although to some
extent the intermediate attentions can help reveal the soft word
alignments between two sentences, the models are still less trans-
parent because of the nonlinear relationship between attention
scores and outputs [35].

In this work, we do not follow the end2end paradigm of existing
approaches, and instead advocate a hybrid framework marrying
the advantages of both DNN structures and classic keyword-based
Information Retrieval (IR) techniques [4]. Keyword-based IR tech-
niques such as tf-idf ranking functions naturally exhibit much

better interpretability owing to their transparency and intuitiveness:
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Figure 1: Interpretability and effectiveness of different methodologies. Here we use DNN structures as an example of end2end

methods. Our proposed method Riker mines rich keyword representations for a question, which are used as input to a stan-

dard tf-idf based IR module. With overlapped words highlighted in orange, such representations also serve as interpretation

to the user for the retrieved results and help keep the ranking process transparent.

An answer candidate will be ranked higher if it has more impor-
tant keywords matched with the question. However, standalone
keyword-based IR methods are often not as effective due to the
lexical gap problem [38], i.e., they cannot handle mismatched yet
relevant words. In addition, they tend to weigh question words only
according to their corpus-level statistics like tf-idf without consid-
ering the specific sentence-level context information. Therefore, to
achieve a good balance between interpretability and effectiveness,
we propose a new framework named Riker, which mines rich keyword

representations of a question and uses them to effectively improve the

performance of interpretable keyword-based search techniques.

Figure 1(a) qualitatively shows the trade-off between effective-
ness and interpretability for different methodologies, while Fig-
ure 1(b) and 1(c) demonstrate how an end2end model and Riker
process the same question "Weight of the baby seat?". An end2end
system is often hard for humans to understand or intervene. As
exemplified in Figure 1(b), when an irrelevant review sentence is
ranked at the top (because the system misinterprets the question
intent as "baby weight" rather than "baby seat weight"), the user
may have no choice but keep rephrasing the question to probe
the system. In contrast, as Figure 1(c) shows, Riker can map the
question into its keyword representations, which emphasize impor-
tant internal words (i.e., words that appear in the question) such as
"weight", "seat" and include relevant external words (i.e., words that
are not in the question but exist in the corpus) such as "weighs" and
"lb". Such easy-to-understand keyword representations can then be
used as input to standard tf-idf based IR, which keeps the review
sentence selection process transparent. Moreover, if unsatisfied
with current results, the user can adjust the keywords and their
predicted weights (e.g., set the predicted weight of "baby" to zero
to reduce ambiguity) and anticipate better results.

Specifically, Riker consists of two neural components: (1) Inter-
nal word re-weighting, which predicts the relative importance of
words within the question, and assigns more weights to those that
are more likely to occur in correct answers and less likely in incor-
rect ones; (2) External word association, which models pairwise

word associations between questions and answers, and enables
Riker to infer relevant keywords outside the question in the entire
vocabulary. For training, we design two novel objective functions re-
spectively for each component. They explicitly encourage assigning
higher scores to matched or associated keywords between correct
QA pairs and mutually enhance each other, so that Riker achieves
the best overall performance when both objectives are jointly opti-
mized. The mined keyword representations are employed as input
to the IR module to alleviate its lexical gap problem and enhance
the search performance, and are demonstrated more effective than
the state-of-the-art word embedding based query expansion meth-
ods [12, 49]. At the same time, they can serve as interpretations
to human users and allow Riker to enjoy the interpretability of
the keyword-based search techniques, which we demonstrate both
quantitatively and qualitatively through case studies.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to advocate in-
terpretability in product QA, which can give customers a better
intuition of how their questions are answered and eventually
helps earn user trust in the system.

• We design a new PQA framework, Riker, which jointly identifies
important keywords within the question and associates rele-
vant words outside the question based on neural models. Such
keyword representations can improve the search performance
and meanwhile preserve the interpretability of a keyword-based
search module.

• We conduct extensive experiments using 5 PQA datasets from
Amazon.com as well as a real user study, and show that our
framework consistently outperforms existing query expansion
and PQA methods. In addition, we also discuss Riker w.r.t. a
widely adopted attention mechanism for DNN models on their
interpretability via case studies.

2 OVERVIEW

Traditional keyword-based IR techniqueswidely used by e-commerce
websites have the advantage of being self-explanatory to general
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Figure 2: Training structure of Riker.

customers without domain knowledge, and are commonly acknowl-
edged by data scientists as interpretable algorithms among decision
trees, rule lists [44], sparse linear models [26], etc. However, naive
keyword-based search has drawbacks when applied to PQA: They
tend to ignore the relative importance of words given the question
context and can not relate different but semantically similar words.
To solve this problem, we design Riker that mines better keyword
representations for questions. Figure 2 shows the training neural
architecture of Riker. The internal word re-weighting component is
learned through exact pairwise matching (Section 3) and predicts
higher weights for question words that may exactly appear in the
correct answers but rarely in others, whereas the external word

association component is learned through soft pairwise matching
(Section 4) and captures semantic associations between different
words. Such keyword representations can preserve the natural in-
terpretability of keyword-based search methods, and also make
Riker more effective as experiments will show (Section 5). Addi-
tionally, we use case studies to further discuss the interpretability
of keyword representations from Riker (Section 6).

3 INTERNALWORD RE-WEIGHTING

The goal of internal word re-weighting component is to assign
different weights to words within a given question, according to
their relative importance in the context. In this section, we first
introduce the details of the re-weighting function, and then describe
how it can be trained with an exact pairwise matching objective.

The internal word re-weighting function takes a questionq that is
a word sequence [q1, ...,qn ] as input, and outputs a weight for each
word, denoted as f int(qi |q). As shown in the left part of Figure 2, the
question words are mapped to word embeddings and then encoded
with a standard bidirectional recurrent neural network (Bi-RNN)
with Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [11] to aggregate sentence-level
context information. Specifically, the i-th time step operation of a
forward GRU cell parameterized by { ®Wr , ®br , ®Wu , ®bu , ®W , ®b}is:

®r=σ ( ®Wr [e(qi ), ®hi−1]+ ®br ) ; ®u=σ ( ®Wu [e(qi ), ®hi−1]+ ®bu )

®̃
hi=ϕ( ®W [e(qi ), ®r⊙®hi−1]+®b) ; ®hi=®u⊙®hi−1+(1−®u)⊙

®̃
hi

(1)

Here [·, ·] represents vector concatenation, e(qi ) is the looked-up
word embedding of word qi , σ and ϕ represent sigmoid and tanh

activation functions respectively, and ⊙ is element-wise product. A
backward GRU cell is defined symmetrically to encode the question
from the last word to the first, with a different set of parameters
{ ®W r , ®br , ®W u , ®bu , ®W , ®b}. The forward and backward GRU hidden

states are concatenated at each position to be the output of the Bi-
RNN encoder, i.e., oqi = [®hi , ®hi ] for qi . Next, the Bi-RNN output at
each step is passed through a fully connected feedforward network
with a sigmoid output layer, followed by a normalization step.

si = σ (W2 σ (W1o
q
i + b1) + b2) ; f int(qi |q) = si/

n∑
k=1

sk (2)

Exact pairwisematching.We define the exact pairwise matching
(EPM) score for a <q, a> pair as a weighted sum of all the overlapped
words (corresponding to the black squares of the exact pairwise
matching module in Figure 2):

sEPM(q,a) =
n∑
i=1

f int(qi |q) I(qi ∈ a) (3)

Here I(qi ∈ a) is an indicator function that returns 1 if qi appears
in a and 0 otherwise.

The objective of exact pairwise matching is to assign higher
scores to correct answers than incorrect ones, and therefore guides
f int to put more weights on words that occur in the correct answers
but not in other answer candidates. Specifically, we use a standard
cross-entropy loss function, minimizing which encourages increas-
ing sEPM of the correct answer a+ compared with a set of randomly
sampled non-answers A−:

LEPM = − log
exp(sEPM(q,a+))∑

a∈{a+ }∪A− exp(sEPM(q,a))
(4)

Once the internal word re-weighting function f int is learned,
we can directly combine the predicted word weights of a question
with an off-the-shelf tf-idf based IR [22], so that the importance of
a word is measured by both its corpus-level statistical importance
and the context-aware semantic importance. Specifically, the tf-idf
weight of each question word in an answer candidate is multiplied
with its f int score, before they are summed up as the final score
of the answer candidate. Despite being simple, as experiments will
show, adopting this re-weighting (RW) strategy helps retrieve better
results, which also outperforms some existing baselines.

4 EXTERNALWORD ASSOCIATION

It is common that a question word semantically aligns with different
words in a correct answer, e.g., "weight" in q with "lb" or "weighs"
in a in Figure 2. Unfortunately, exact pairwise matching does not
exploit such connections, and is therefore incapable of solving the
lexical gap problem. This motivates us to design the soft pairwise
matching objective to further explore the associations between a
question word and other words that are outside the question but
likely to appear in correct answers. At the end of this section, we
discuss three different strategies that leverage the word associations
to expand a question at retrieval time.
Soft pairwise matching. Analogous to the previous section, we
define a soft pairwise matching (SPM) score, sSPM(q,a), based on
word associations from both the question side and the answer
side. Recall that in Equation 1, the question has already been en-
coded into [o

q
1 ,o

q
2 , ...,o

q
n ]. During training, we use the same Bi-

RNN (with shared parameters) for questions to encode an answer
(a = [a1, ...,am ]) as [oa1 , ...,o

a
m ]. Afterwards, we calculate the exter-

nal word association score f ext(qi ,aj |q,a) for every word pair <qi ,
aj> as the cosine similarity of their corresponding Bi-RNN outputs,



Algorithm 1: General Question Expansion
1 Result: Question expansion words and weights
2 Input: internal word weights f int(qi |q); vocabulary V ;
3 expansion similarity function p(qi , w );
4 hyper-parameters: integer N ; float δ
5 for qi in question q = [q1, ..., qn ] do
6 p(qi , qi ) = 0
7 /* Select N words with highest expansion similarities: */

8 {wi,1, ..., wi,N } = top_k([p(qi , w0), ..., p(qi , w |V |)], N )

9 /* δ controls the contribution of expansion terms */

10 si, j = f int(qi |q) p(qi , w j ) δ, j = 1, ..., N
end

11 Sum si, j that corresponds to the same word;
12 return distinct wi, j with corresponding aggregated si, j

and aggregate them into the overall soft pairwise matching score
sSPM(q,a) as follows:

f ext(qi ,aj |q,a) =
(o
q
i )
T · oaj

|o
q
i | |oaj |

(5)

sSPM(q,a) =
n∑
i=1

f int(qi |q) max
1≤j≤m

f ext(qi ,aj |q,a) (6)

Here f int(qi |q) is the internal word weight from Equation 2, rep-
resenting the relative importance of the i-th word in the question.
The intuition behind this SPM function is that an answer should
achieve a high score if for each important word of the question,
at least one word in the answer matches well with it. We also em-
pirically test for each question word qi , summing f ext(qi ,aj |q,a)
of all the answer words aj instead of using max pooling, which
leads to similar results but takes longer time to train. Same as in
the previous section, the soft pairwise matching function can also
be trained using negatively sampled QA pairs:

LSPM = − log
exp(sSPM(q,a+))∑

a∈{a+ }∪A− exp(sSPM(q,a))
(7)

Optimizing LSPM alone can affect both internal word re-weighting
(f int) and external word association (f ext) modules through back-
propagation, but the effect on the former can be distant and indirect.
Therefore, we propose to jointly optimize both objectives:

min
Θ

(LEPM + LSPM) (8)

Here, Θ represents all parameters including word embedding vec-
tors, those in Bi-RNN, and {W1,b1,W2,b2}.
Question expansion based on external word associations. Al-
though directly ranking answer candidates through soft pairwise
matching seems applicable, it requires encoding all the review sen-
tences with Bi-RNN at testing time, which is computationally expen-
sive for PQA. We propose to use easy-to-compute word similarity
functions to transform the neural external word associations from
the training phase (Eq. 6) to a small set of expanded keywords for a
question, which promotes interpretability as it is easier for humans
to check expansion words than pairwise word associations and can
also be used to enhance the performance of keyword-based IR.

There has been a broad spectrum of works on question/query ex-
pansion (QE) in the past for retrieving web pages [46], emails [23],
answers [38] and so on. However, many existing QE techniques
are not directly applicable in this PQA scenario (e.g., those trained

with click-through data). The most related QE techniques to ours
are those using word embeddings [12, 24, 49]. The difference of our
QE methods is that we jointly consider internal word weights in
training word associations (f int in Eq.6), and find external relevant
words not only at the word embedding level, but also at higher
levels projected by the trained neural architecture. Algorithm 1
outlines a general query expansion scheme based on which we de-
veloped three intuitive variants (QE1/2/3) using different expansion
similarity functions (p /p′/p′′). Given an expansion similarity func-
tion, it finds N most similar words for each question word (line 8),
and their weights are the product of the internal word weights f int,
the expansion similarities p(qi ,w) and a hyper-parameter δ (line 9).
Duplicated expansion words are aggregated by summing up their
individual weights (line 11). The final output is a set of weighted ex-
ternal words, which can be combined with the re-weighted internal
words and then input together to the off-the-shelf keyword-based
IR method as discussed earlier.
QE1: Word embedding similarity. This is a basic expansion sim-
ilarity function that directly leverages trained word embeddings
[12]. It is defined as the cosine similarity between the word em-
beddings of a question word qi and an arbitrary wordw from the
vocabulary:

p(qi ,w) =
e(w)T · e(qi )

|e(w)| |e(qi )|
(9)

Word embeddings in our model are initialized with pre-trained
results [33] in the general domain, but further trained to be product
domain specific [12] and can be more suitable for query expansion
in our settings.
QE2: Higher-level word similarity. During training, the raw
word embeddings of a sentence are further encoded by the Bi-RNN,
which outputs higher-level representations at each step. We hypoth-
esize that even without context (i.e., surrounding words), such low
to high level transformations can help capture word associations
more effectively. Therefore, we propose to leverage the learned pa-
rameters within the GRU cell. Specifically, we concatenate the word
embedding e(qi ) (same for e(w)) with zero vectors in both forward
and backward directions, and project them by part of the GRU pa-
rameters. The projected vectors are concatenated into higher-level
representations e ′(qi ) and e ′(w) and measured by cosine similarity:

e ′(qi ) = [ϕ( ®W [e(qi ), 0] + ®b), ϕ( ®W [e(qi ), 0] + ®b)]

e ′(w) = [ϕ( ®W [e(w), 0] + ®b), ϕ( ®W [e(w), 0] + ®b)]

p′(qi ,w) =
e ′(w)T · e ′(qi )

|e ′(w)| |e ′(qi )|

(10)

QE3: Context-aware similarity. We further propose a question-
context-aware QE strategy, which considers the entire question
sentence at testing time and dynamically calculates expansion word
similarities based on its Bi-RNN encodings (note for computational
efficiency, there is no context considered for the expansion word
side). Formally, with oqi being the Bi-RNN output corresponding to
the i-th question word, and e ′(w) the same as in Equation 10, the
new expansion similarity is defined as:

p′′(qi ,w) =
e ′(w)T · o

q
i

|e ′(w)| |o
q
i |

(11)



Comparing the three variants, QE1 and QE2 are off-line strate-
gies meaning that the expansion similarity between any two words
in the vocabulary can be pre-calculated, stored in a table, and ready
to look up at testing time. QE2 is slightly more complex than QE1
as it requires to project word embeddings. They both enjoy a higher
computational efficiency than QE3, which is an online strategy that
needs to dynamically compute the expansion similarities based on
the context of a specific question. However, QE3 is closer to how the
external word association score f ext is optimized during training,
and can potentially achieve the best performance.

5 EXPERIMENTS

Due to the lack of labeled review sentences (being relevant/irrelevant
to a question), previous works [30, 43] adopted a synthetic eval-
uation setting using large-scale historical QA pairs. Specifically,
answers to all questions are gathered as an entire answer candidate
pool for retrieval. For each question, its paired answer given by
a human expert (the top rated one if there are many), is treated
as correct whereas all other answer candidates as incorrect. The
candidate pools for training, dev and testing sets are separated.
In addition to this synthetic setting, we also experiment under a
realistic scenario where we retrieve review sentences to answer
questions, and ask human annotators to evaluate their relevance.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use the Amazon QA [30] and review datasets [29]
from 5 different departments.We pre-process these raw data slightly
differently from [30] and the statistics are summarized in Table 1.
First, we do not classify a question as yes-no or open-ended type.
As emphasized in [30], even for yes-no questions, it is critical to
find relevant review sentences as supporting evidence. Therefore,
we directly treat PQA as a review sentence selection task. Second,
we filter out QA pairs whose answers contain less than two words
other than stop words or "yes"/"no", because they contain little
useful information for either training or testing. The last column of
Table 1 shows that after filtering, we still keep 80%∼97% of all the
questions in the raw datasets, much higher than the 44% classified
as open-ended in [30], additionally showing that treating PQA as a
retrieval problem has a broader coverage. The datasets are randomly
divided into train, dev and test set using 7: 1: 2 ratio. The same
pre-processed data splits are used for all methods.
EvaluationMeasure. For synthetic evaluation, we follow previous
work [30, 43] to use average Area Under the Curve (AUC):

AUC =
1
|Q|

∑
q∈Q

1
|A| − 1

∑
a−∈A−{a+ }

I(score(q,a+) > score(q,a−)) ,

where Q represents all the questions in dev or test set, andA is the
corresponding set of all the answers. I(score(q,a+) > score(q,a−))
is a binary indicator function that returns 1 when the paired an-
swer is ranker higher than the non-answer1. In the real user study
experiment, where humans are asked to annotate the relevance

1Same as previous work [30, 43], we approximately assume only the paired answer is
correct to a question. AUC essentially measures the percentage of non-paired answers
getting lower scores than the paired one, and is less sensitive to the dataset noise
compared with other ranking metrics like Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) or nDCG,
especially when the number of correct answers to a question is significantly smaller
than the answer pool size |A |.

Dept. vocab
size

# of QA pairs subjective
Qs (%)Train Dev Test

Appliances 31,694 6,156 879 1,760 97.17
Baby 62,267 14,901 2,128 4,259 73.58
Patio 89,449 37,427 5,346 10,695 89.72
Tools 116,635 62,242 8,891 17,785 87.96
Electronics 100,000 179,858 25,694 51,389 81.76

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

of each retrieved review sentence, we use normalized discounted
cumulative gain (nDCG), a popular ranking metric for IR [21].
Baselinemethods.The baselinemethods can be divided into those
without and with explicit question expansion. Those without ex-
plicit QE are: (1)Moqa and BM25+ [30]: They both use the same
mixture-of-experts framework to jointly optimize answer-review
and question-review relevance functions. Moqa models the rele-
vance functions as approximated bilinear models to match sentence
pairs in latent vector spaces, while BM25+ models them as Okapi
BM25+ ranking function with a few learnable parameters [27]. We
used their published code for both Moqa and BM25+ on our pre-
processed datasets. (3) OQ and OQ - stop: Two naive baselines
using the same tf-idf IR module as in our framework, one directly
using the original question to query and the other with stopwords
removed from the question using SpaCy. (4)RW: Our internal word
re-weighting method as described in Section 3.

We select the following baselineswith question expansion: (5)PRF-
TFIDF: A classic QE method [6] that expands a query using the
top-K tf-idf words from the top-N pseudo-relevant sentences re-
turned by IR. (6) PRF-RM: A popular QE strategy based on rele-
vance model [25]. Specifically, given original query q0, the proba-
bility of selecting a term t in the reformulated query is: P(t |q0) =
(1−λ)P ′(t |q0)+λ

∑
d ∈D0 1/|D0 |P(t |d)P(q0 |d), whereD0 is the set of

top-N pseudo-relevant documents returned by q0 and λ is set at 0.5
following previous work. P(t |q0) is defined as the normalized tf-idf

weight of t in q0 and P(t |d) the add-one smoothed language model:
P(t |d) ∝ tf(t ,d) + 1. We select top-K terms with highest probability
to expand query q0. (7)GloVe andGloVetgt: Following state-of-the-
art word embedding based QE works [12, 49], question words are
expanded through similarities (equivalent to p(q,wi ) in Equation 9)
measured by two types of word embeddings: (i) those pre-trained by
GloVe [33] and (ii) those fine-tuned on our target (tgt) domain cor-
pus with the relevance-based objective designed by [49] for search
tasks. Specifically, the QE process is equivalent to Algorithm 1 but
without considering learned internal word weights (i.e., fix f int to
1 in line 10). (8) GloVe+RW and GloVetgt+RW: Same as above but
further take into account our learnt internal word weights (i.e., f int
given by Riker in line 10). (9) Riker+QE1/QE2/QE3: After Riker
is trained, we test the three question expansion variants described
in Section 4 respectively.

5.2 Results

Comparing Riker with baselines without QE. The upper half
of Table 2 compares all the methods without explicit question ex-
pansion. We observe that our internal word re-weighting (RW)
strategy outperforms the search baselines OQ and OQ - stop, show-
ing the benefit of dynamically predicting word weights over naive
strategies using equal weights or removing stop words (which may



Appliances Baby Patio Tools Electronics
Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test

BM25+ 56.577 56.746 65.799 65.385 65.349 64.497 64.280 65.219 63.913 63.818
OQ 78.120 79.039 87.078 87.600 85.020 84.510 86.131 86.049 86.356 86.408
OQ - Stop 77.448 78.319 86.002 85.963 83.559 83.311 84.873 84.888 84.537 84.683
Moqa 76.367 76.314 83.836 83.349 85.292 85.011 86.673 86.421 87.836 87.824
RW 78.332 79.653 87.743 89.043 85.204 84.792 86.524 86.436 87.063 87.082
PRF-TFIDF 74.382 75.061 84.802 85.102 82.205 82.884 83.534 83.723 82.847 83.492
PRF-RM 78.446 79.801 87.931 88.235 85.469 85.113 86.766 86.688 86.058 86.083
GloVe 65.410 66.918 74.775 74.456 73.760 73.440 77.785 77.676 78.072 78.003
GloVetgt 76.146 77.293 85.777 85.517 82.748 82.590 84.613 84.442 83.126 83.054
GloVe+RW 77.071 78.628 88.600 88.307 86.147 85.599 87.261 87.156 86.692 86.749
GloVetgt+RW 79.959 80.981 90.298 90.053 87.884 87.856 89.060 88.918 88.151 88.126
Riker+QE1 78.733 79.920 89.486 89.170 86.744 86.384 86.436 87.836 87.380 87.436
Riker+QE2 80.405 81.427 91.527 91.367 89.427 89.681 90.394 90.175 89.493 89.537
Riker+QE3 84.415 84.629 92.262 92.086 91.365 91.368 91.969 91.643 91.095 91.010

Table 2: PQA results (AUC) under the synthetic setting. The upper(lower) half shows methods without(with) explicit QE.

Riker+QE2/QE3 achieve the best overall performance, showing that it mines effective keyword representations.

fail because words such as "without", "last", "bottom" that are often
treated as stop words are actually important for product-related
questions). RW also achieves comparable or better performances
to the end2end Moqa baseline especially when the dataset size
gets smaller, indicating that the task to predict word importance
is less sensitive to dataset sizes, and is especially suitable for new
domains without much available data. Another observation is that
with our pre-processing steps, using the original question (OQ)2 to
search has already achieved performances close to Moqa, showing
that keyword-based search can be decently effective in product
domain. Next, we will discuss that RW also plays a key role for QE
to succeed.
Comparing Riker with baselines with QE. The lower half of
Table 2 compares all methods with explicit question expansion.
Our proposed Riker+QE2/QE3 variants outperform all baselines.
GloVe(tgt)+RW using word embeddings fine-tuned for retrieval pur-
pose in the target domain corpus is the strongest baseline, but is
less effective than some Riker variants because we jointly trained
internal word re-weighting and external word association in a uni-
fied framework. Notice that word embedding based QE baselines
perform poorly if not combined with RW (GloVe(tgt)), again show-
ing the importance of internal word re-weighting for PQA because
treating question words equally when incorporating external terms
will introduce much noise. The classic QE methods PRF-TFIDF and
PRF-RM generally works not as well as embedding based ones be-
cause the representation power of word embedding can be more
expressive than corpus level statistics.
Comparing Riker variants. Riker+QE2 with the novel use of
GRU cell parameters outperforms Riker+QE1, demonstrating that
the trained neural layer can project word embeddings into more ef-
fective higher-level semantic representations. As expected,Riker+QE3,
which takes the context information of an entire question into ac-
count, performs the best, but it comes at a cost of computing vector
similarities at testing time as discussed earlier. In practice, one may
consider the trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness when
choosing from QE2 and QE3.

2This baseline was not tested in [30].

Objective dev AUC test AUC
RW QE3 RW QE3

EPM 87.434 86.563 88.117 86.632
SPM 87.104 91.646 87.589 91.426
EPM+SPM 87.743 92.626 88.041 92.086

Table 3: Training objective ablation.

Ablation study of training objectives. Table 3 shows the effect
of our proposed training objectives. Due to space limit, we only
show the Baby dataset but the results for others are similar. Train-
ing using only the EPM objective gets comparable performance
as using both objectives for our RW method, but makes QE3 in-
effective because without SPM, the Bi-RNN does not learn how
to associate words at the high level. The QE3 strategy works the
best when the EPM (Eq. 4) and SPM (Eq. 7) objective are optimized
simultaneously, showing that with explicit supervision for internal
word re-weighting using EPM, Riker can better find the important
expansion words to be associated with a question.
Parameter sensitivity. Figure 3 shows that Riker+QE3, our best
variant, is insensitive to QE hyper-parameters N and δ on Baby
dataset. Similar results are observed on the other datasets.Riker+QE3
significantly outperforms the baseline without QE (i.e., RW in Table
2), whose AUC for the dev/test set is 87.743/89.043, far below the cur-
rent coordinate ranges in Figure 3. Results on dev and test datasets
are similar, with AUCs reaching the best when the expansion scale
δ = 0.15. The performance tends to get better as N increases, but
involving more and more external words will make keyword-based
IR less understandable, and hence we balance effectiveness and
interpretability by upper-bounding N at 70.
Real User Evaluation So far, we have been experimenting under
the synthetic setting, where Riker performs the best at selecting
answer sentences. However, one might suspect such performance
gain could come from that Riker is trained to optimize answer
ranking, whereas the existing state-of-the-art PQA method Moqa
[30] jointly models the relevance between questions, answers and
reviews in a comprehensive probabilistic model.3

3It is fair to compare Riker with other baselines such as GloVetgt(+RW) under the
synthetic evaluation, since they all directly match QA pairs, not through reviews.
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Dept.
nDCG@10 (%) Fleiss’

KappaUser1 User2 User3 Avg

Moqa QE3 Moqa QE3 Moqa QE3 Moqa QE3
Appl. 18.60 55.22 42.36 56.60 20.74 43.67 27.24 51.83 0.335
Baby 26.38 73.97 25.50 66.29 14.47 54.13 23.78 64.80 0.459
Patio 23.89 61.80 26.53 49.30 24.68 56.64 25.03 55.91 0.293
Tools 25.03 49.67 26.62 42.15 33.49 43.55 28.38 45.12 0.392
Elec. 27.51 59.57 35.49 53.42 21.81 58.47 28.27 57.15 0.370

Table 4: Real user evaluation of Moqa and Riker+QE3.

In order to showRiker’s generalization ability to selecting review
sentences, we conduct a real user study where different methods
retrieve review sentences corresponding to the product to answer
questions. We randomly sampled 200 questions, 40 from each de-
partment, and there are on average 474 review sentences as answer
candidates for each question.4 For every retrieved sentence, three
different human annotators were asked to score it with 2, 1 or 0,
corresponding to being relevant, partly relevant and irrelevant.5
The results are summarized in Table 4. In this realistic setting,
Riker+QE3 still substantially outperforms Moqa, indicating that
using Riker predicted keyword representations of a question can
also search product reviews more effectively than latent semantic
representation approaches. This is partly because review sentences
often contain more personal experience as well as sentiment-related
words/phrases than human provided answers in our training sets,
and their sentence-level semantics can be hard to match with a
question. However, once the keywords associated with a question
are predicted, relevant review sentences can be more easily re-
trieved using keyword-based IR. Fleiss’ Kappa scores [15] are used
to measure the consistency among different users’ labels, which
show fair and moderate agreements (>0.35) for most departments.

6 DISCUSSION

Section 5 shows that keyword representations mined by Riker
can enhance the performance of keyword-based IR, in comparison
with various existing query expansion and PQA methods, leading
to a more effective PQA framework with the ranking process still
interpretable based on matched keywords. In this section, we will
further compare Riker with attention mechanisms[9, 31, 41, 42],
which have recently been widely used in DNNs for sentence pair
modeling and can provide interpretations of how two sentences
are matched by revealing word-level associations. As we need to
first clarify how to apply the attention mechanisms to our task, we
separate the discussion from other methods in Section 5.

6.1 An Attention-based Deep QA Model

We briefly show how to adapt an end2end DNN QA model to the
PQA setting. We choose a standard word pairwise attention mech-
anism [31] that are proved effective in many recent sentence pair
modeling works [9, 41, 42] . For fair comparison, we use the ex-
act same Bi-RNN architecture as in Riker to encode the ques-
tion/answer sentences and compute attention from its outputs

4The average number of reviews sentences for each product in the datasets: Appliance–
342.88, Baby–720.87, Patio–319.96, Tools–297.92, Electronics–686.23.
5We adopt these three scores since annotators found it hard to label many review
sentences as definitely relevant or not, due to the subjectivity of PQA.
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j ]) (14)

sDNN = H ([vq ,va ]) (15)

Here, F , G and H are different feedforward networks and are all
instantiated with one hidden layer in our experiments. The same
objective function (Eq. 4 or 7 but using sDNN), regularization and
training procedure as Riker is used to train this DNN model.
Using attention for question expansionWe compare the learned
attention from this DNN model head-to-head with Riker’s word
associations for question expansion. Specifically, we adapt the same
QE2 and QE3 strategy in Section 4 for the attention mechanism,
with the word similarity functions changed to:

p′ATTN(qi ,w) = F (e ′(w))T F (e ′(qi ))/(|F (e
′(w))| |F (e ′(qi ))|) (16)

p′′ATTN(qi ,w) = F (e ′(w))T F (o
q
i )/(|F (e

′(w))| |F (o
q
i )|) (17)

Here F is the trained feedforward net in Equation 12. We denote
these two baselines as ATTN+QE2 and ATTN+QE3.

6.2 Case Studies

We first show some qualitative results to help illustrate the inter-
pretability of Riker’s word associations in comparison with that
of DNN. How to evaluate interpretability is still an open issue, but

intuitively in the PQA scenario, a method that comes up with more

relevant keywords and uses them to retrieve better answer sentences

is more interpretable than one with less relevant words and finds less

useful answers. Table 5 demonstrated using QE3 strategy to expand
several common questions in the largest Electronics dataset. In gen-
eral, Riker’s expansion words appear to be better. For example, for
the last question about turning off the alarm, Riker+QE3 suggests
words such as"alert", "disarm", "deactivate", while ATTN+QE3’s re-
sult seems less relevant. Due to space limit, we omit examples from
other datasets and the qualitative comparison between Riker+QE2
and ATTN+QE2, but we observed the same phenomenon that Riker
can associate more relevant words.

We next quantitatively compare the keyword representations
mined by Riker and those by attention mechanisms in terms of how
much they help boost the tf-idf based search framework. This evalu-
ation method is also the same as the so-called functionally-grounded



Question ATTN+QE3 Riker+QE3

"can i use this for

outdoors? thank..."

::::::
sensitive outside weather
aviation camping d100 cop
extensively sonar 60csx
eave coordinate 1980 bel-
tronics fahrenheit resonate
ra dingy enemy 9500ix

:::::
outside outdoor backyard
camping weather windy
unprotected rain indoor
rv camper atmosphere
weatherproof hiking
rooftop wherever desert

"how large be

the base of the

light stand? i need

to know if these

stand can fit in a

smallish space."

::::
ceiling riser plywood
sanus symmetrical perpen-
dicular shelf finesse firing
endure attached peerless
50-inch cushioning sleeker
stretchy 15inch sail

:::::
folding standing spaced
headboard collapse stool
heel pray centimeter small
raise hang 161 hanging
chair bookcase strong
ledge pedestal liking

"how do you turn

the alarm off?"

::::::
switched hardwired good-
bye elevator reseat instan-
taneously tutorial unin-
terrupted shutdown shaft
hitch shutoff swiping unin-
stalled direction quadrant

:::
alert disarm deactivate
beeping buzzer count-
down unplug regulate
annoying beep inactive
disable checkbox snooze
timer shutoff inactivity

Table 5: Qualitative comparison of word expansion with

QE3. In general, the top few words expanded by Riker+QE3

(e.g., "outside", "folding", "alert") is more relevant than those

using DNN attentions (e.g., "sensitive", "ceiling", "switched").

evaluation methodology suggested by [13] for interpretable machine
learning, which advocates using the performance improvement of
some interpretable model (i.e., the tf-idf based search in our setting)
as proxy to evaluate the explanation/interpretation quality. We pre-
fer this evaluation method to user studies (e.g., hiring humans to
score the expanded keywords such as those in Table 5) in that it is
more objective, much cheaper and easier to conduct. For example,
it is not easy for humans to compare the two columns in Table 5 at
large scale, especially when both contain some relevant keywords.

Table 6 summarizes the comparison between Riker and ATTN
with both QE2 and QE3. We also list the performance of end2end
DNN at the bottom despite its known lack of interpretability. As
we can see, all methods outperform the RW baseline, indicating
that the learned pairwise attentions from DNN indeed associate
interpretable expansion words. Consistent with Riker’s results,
ATTN+QE2 is less effective than ATTN+QE3. Importantly, both
ATTN+QE2 and ATTN+QE3 are inferior to their counterparts using
Riker, showing that our methods can generate more interpretable
expansion words. The reason is that the attention within DNN is
trained only as intermediate weights used for aggregating latent
word representations (Eq. 13), while our training objective directly
optimize the score function sSPM, which is the sum of pairwise
word associations (Eq. 6). The end2endDNNmodel achieves the best
performance when the dataset size is large, but its interpretability is
worse than ATTN+QE2/QE3 as the last few steps (Eq. 14 and 15) are
non-linear and the low-dimensional dense feature vectors still need
further interpretation [14, 20]. Our framework can be viewed as a

model that constrains the question and review sentences to be matched

in the lexical space with sparse bag-of-word features, and is optimized

to strike a good balance between effectiveness and interpretability.

7 RELATEDWORK

(Product) answer sentence selection. Product QA on large-scale
Amazon datasets is first studied in [30], which proposes a mixture-
of-experts framework to jointly model review-answer and review-
question relevance with latent vector representations. Wan et al.

Appl. Baby Patio Tools Elec.
RW 79.653 89.043 84.792 86.436 87.082
Riker+QE2 81.427 91.367 89.681 90.175 89.537
ATTN+QE2 78.405 89.434 86.965 88.749 88.112
Riker+QE3 84.629 92.086 91.368 91.643 91.010
ATTN+QE3 80.682 90.070 87.729 89.428 88.587
DNN (end2end) 82.115 90.318 91.756 94.158 95.927

Table 6: Quantitative comparison of Riker, end2end DNN

and using its ATTeNtion for QE on test set. For methods

using keyword-based search (except end2end DNN), higher

retrieval performance (AUC) corresponds to better inter-

pretability reflected by the tf-idf proxy [13].

[43] build upon the above framework to handle the situation where
questions can have multiple answers and reviews can be subjective
by including more features (e.g., reviewer expertise and biases).
Similar to [30], our framework currently models text information
only and optimizes one correct answer, but can be extended to the
scenario in [43] by averaging the scores of all correct answers and
incorporating non-text features in our objective functions. Yu et al.
[48] focus on "yes-no" questions only, and shows that learning la-
tent product aspects and aspect-specific embeddings can help make
binary predictions. Outside the product domain, answer sentence
selection (e.g., [41, 42]) has been a popular topic in general. Our
internal word re-weighting function and soft pairwise matching
module are related to attention mechanism (e.g., [50]) and pair-
wise semantic interactions (e.g., [31, 41]), which are two popular
techniques applied in general answer sentence selection models,
but differ from them in the sense that we use the explicit weights
(f int and f ext) to directly rank answers, while their techniques are
integrated in latent vector representations in a less interpretable
end2end fashion.
Query expansion. Query expansion aims to automatically ex-
pand a query with additional terms to get better search results, and
has been a longstanding topic [6, 23, 25, 38, 46]. Question expan-
sion strategies in our work (especially QE1) are most related to
recent word embedding based techniques such as [24]. Diaz et al.
[12] further show that fine-tuning word embeddings on domain
specific corpus can help get better performance, but it requires
re-training word embeddings for every query. Zamani et al. [49]
propose learning offline word embeddings based on "relevance"
instead of "proximity". In this work, we do not focus on developing
novel QE strategies, and instead apply existing or most intuitive
ones to employ the learned word weights and associations by Riker
and test its effectiveness. It is interesting for future work to see
whether QE techniques learned from other data sources may be
combined with Riker to achieve overall better performances.
Interpretablemachine learning. Interpretable machine learning
receives a lot of attention recently in a broad range of fields [16–
18]. Some works focus on understanding general machine learning
algorithms including deep neural networks, e.g., through proxy
models [37], salient mapping [3], interpreting latent semantic rep-
resentations [5], or adversarial networks [10]. On the application
level, people have explored making systems more interpretable to
users including recommendation systems [2], visual QA [32], mul-
tiple choice answers [40] and so on. To the best of our knowledge,



we make the first effort towards interpretable PQA and advocate
mining keyword, rather than vector, representations of a question
to boost the effectiveness of keyword-bases search.

8 CONCLUSION

This work proposes a new hybrid framework combining the advan-
tages of deep models and keyword-based search towards effective
yet interpretable PQA. We employ an easily interpretable tf-idf

based IR module to rank answers, but in order to address the lexical
gap problem, we propose Riker to mine rich keyword represen-
tations for customer questions, consisting of re-weighted internal
words and associated external words. Experimental results show
that the mined keyword representations can help improve PQA
performance substantially over existing PQA methods, while at
the same time preserve good interpretability of the keyword-based
search paradigm.
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A IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Some extra implementation details of this work are clarified here.
For data pre-processing, we use SpaCy [19] to lemmatize and lower-
case words. The vocabulary (Table 1) is constructed by including
all words from the training set that either appear in the GloVe[33]
pre-trained vocabulary or appear more than 5 times, except for the
Electronics department, where for efficiency reasons we further
truncate the vocabulary size to 100K from more than 300K words
obtained by the above preprocessing method.

For the question expansion baselines PRF-TFIDF and PRF-RM
(Table 2), we grid search the pseudo-relevant sentence number N
from [10, 20, ..., 60] and top expansion word number K from [10,
20, ..., 80]. For all other QE baselines using Algorithm 1, we grid
search N from [40, 50, 60, 70] and δ from [0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20]. We
select the best combination for each dataset based on dev set. For
keeping the same level of interpretability, the expanded queries are
evaluated through the same tf-idf based IR across our experiments,
which is different from the language model based IR used in state-
of-the-art word embedding based QE works [12, 49].

In the evaluation of the end2end DNN baseline (Table 6), because
of the high computational cost to encode all answer candidates
through Bi-RNN, we approximate its AUC performance by ran-
domly sampling 1000 negative answers for each question following
the method used in [30].

We use Tensorflow [1] to implement Riker. For each training
epoch, we randomly sample 5 non-answers from the train/dev
answer pool for each QA pair. We tune the model hyper-parameters
based on the Baby domain dev set because of its moderate size for
efficiency concerns, and use them for all other domains. We use
the Adam optimizer with the learning rate set at 5e-4 and batch
size set at 64. We add L2 regularization with coefficient 1e-4. For
the keyword-based IR module, we employ an off-the-shelf inverted
index based IR tool [36] and use the standard BM25 function with
default parameters [34] to rank answers or review sentences. Source
code and data will be available at: https://github.com/jiez-osu/PQA.

https://github.com/jiez-osu/PQA
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